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SANTA BARBARA, Calif. - When the Environmental Defense Center filed a Freedom of Information Act 

request a few years ago the findings shed light on fracking and well stimulation that has been going on in 

Federal waters off Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties for years.  

A lawsuit over the practice used to extract oil and gas from deep underground led to a moratorium until an 

analysis could be done. 

An assessment by the U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) and the Bureau of Safety and 

Environmental Enforcement (BSEE), ended a court-ordered settlement and paved the way for the Obama 

administration to allow oil companies to resume fracking in Federal waters. 

Robert Poole with the Western State Petroleum Association said, " The final report continues to reaffirm the 

sound science behind our safe energy production practice. He said offshore producers in California will 

continue to adhere to the strictest safety standards in the world. 

Attorney Maggie Hall, with the Environmental Defense Center, calls the government analysis flawed 

"We fundamentally disagree with the analysis. There are significant impacts we are concerned about, impacts to 

the marine environment, air quality and water quality when using practices out in the marine environment. At 

this point they should go back to the drawing board and do a comprehensive review of the impacts," said Hall. 

EDC attorneys said the Final Programmatic Environmental Assessment glosses over impacts. 

But Poole said anyone who claims oil companies are dumping waste water into the ocean without regulation is 

lying. He said ancient brackish seawater within the oil is taken out and treated before it's put back. 

Poole said fracking is not done continuously by the oil platforms offshore. 

At least one presidential candidate is ready to offer his opinion. 

Bernie Sanders plans to talk about fracking at a press conference in Spreckels, California. The event will be 

held at the Spreckels Veteran Memorial Building on Wednesday morning at 10 a.m..  


